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Well, when else will you find this possibility to get this publication Django By Example By Antonio Mele
soft documents? This is your excellent opportunity to be below and also get this fantastic publication Django
By Example By Antonio Mele Never ever leave this book before downloading this soft documents of Django
By Example By Antonio Mele in link that we provide. Django By Example By Antonio Mele will truly make
a good deal to be your best friend in your lonely. It will certainly be the very best companion to improve
your company and pastime.

About the Author

Antonio Mele

Antonio Mele holds an MSc in Computer Science. He has been developing Django projects since 2006 and
leads the django.es Spanish Django community. He has founded Zenx IT, a technology company that creates
web applications for clients of several industries. Antonio has also worked as a CTO for several technology-
based start-ups. His father inspired his passion for computers and programming.
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Just how if your day is started by reading a book Django By Example By Antonio Mele Yet, it remains in
your gizmo? Everyone will certainly consistently touch and us their gadget when waking up and in early
morning tasks. This is why, we mean you to additionally review a publication Django By Example By
Antonio Mele If you still confused how to get guide for your device, you can follow the way here. As here,
we provide Django By Example By Antonio Mele in this website.

As one of the book collections to suggest, this Django By Example By Antonio Mele has some strong factors
for you to check out. This book is really suitable with what you need now. Besides, you will likewise enjoy
this publication Django By Example By Antonio Mele to check out due to the fact that this is among your
referred books to check out. When getting something new based on experience, home entertainment, and
also other lesson, you could use this book Django By Example By Antonio Mele as the bridge. Beginning to
have reading practice can be gone through from numerous methods and also from alternative sorts of
publications

In reading Django By Example By Antonio Mele, now you may not likewise do conventionally. In this
contemporary age, device and also computer will certainly assist you a lot. This is the moment for you to
open up the gadget and also stay in this website. It is the right doing. You could see the link to download this
Django By Example By Antonio Mele below, can not you? Just click the link and make a deal to download
it. You can get to buy the book Django By Example By Antonio Mele by on-line and also ready to download
and install. It is extremely different with the typical means by gong to guide store around your city.
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Create your own line of successful web applications with Django

About This Book

Learn Django by building four fully-functional, real-world web applications from scratch●

Develop powerful web applications quickly using the best coding practices●

Integrate other technologies into your application with clear, step-by-step explanations and comprehensive●

example code

Who This Book Is For

If you are a web developer who is completely new to or familiar with Django and wants to make the most of
it, this book is for you. Some basic knowledge of Python, HTML, and JavaScript is recommended.

What You Will Learn

Build practical real-world web applications with Django●

Use Django with other technologies such as Redis, Celery, Solr and Memcached●

Develop pluggable Django applications●

Create advanced features, optimize your code and use the cache framework●

Add internationalization to your Django projects●

Enhance the user experience using JavaScript and AJAX●

Add social features to your projects●

Build RESTful APIs for your applications●

In Detail

Django is a powerful Python web framework designed to develop web applications quickly, from simple
prototypes to large-scale projects. Django encourages clean, pragmatic design, and provides developers with
a comprehensive set of tools to build scalable web applications.

This book will walk you through the creation of four professional Django projects, teaching you how to
solve common problems and implement best practices.

The book begins by showing you how to build a blog application, before moving on to developing a social
image bookmarking website, an online shop and an e-learning platform. You will learn how to build a search
engine and implement a user activity stream. Furthermore, you will create a recommendation engine, an e-
commerce coupon system and a content management system. The book will also teach you how to enhance
your applications with AJAX, create RESTful APIs and setup a production environment for your Django
projects.

After reading this book, you will have a good understanding of how Django works and how to integrate it
with other technologies to build practical, advanced, web applications.



Style and approach

This is an easy-to-follow guide to building four different production-ready Django projects. Each project
focuses on a particular area of the framework and each topic within the projects is explained with practical
examples and includes best practice recommendations.

Sales Rank: #357742 in Books●

Published on: 2015-11-30●

Released on: 2015-11-30●

Original language: English●

Number of items: 1●

Dimensions: 9.25" h x 1.07" w x 7.50" l, 1.78 pounds●

Binding: Paperback●

474 pages●

About the Author

Antonio Mele

Antonio Mele holds an MSc in Computer Science. He has been developing Django projects since 2006 and
leads the django.es Spanish Django community. He has founded Zenx IT, a technology company that creates
web applications for clients of several industries. Antonio has also worked as a CTO for several technology-
based start-ups. His father inspired his passion for computers and programming.

Most helpful customer reviews

5 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
this book is so far the best I have purchased on the Django subject
By chen
Without a doubt, this book is so far the best I have purchased on the Django subject.
This book takes you to a journey from the Django novice to a Django intermediate level developer.
You will be wrong if you think this book is just another how to write a blog application. Beside the same old
blog application, you can find out how to integrate facebook or Twitter authentication into your site. There
are not many books out there to teach you how to put Apache Solr or Celery to be used in the real life
example. The only part which I do not like is the Paypal payment integration. Since I am not a big fan of
Paypal, I do not find the section is useful to me. However, the author does a good job on explaining how to
integrate paypal payment into your online shopping site.

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
This book is geared towards intermediate Django programmers - it ...
By Douglas Jacobson
This book is geared towards intermediate Django programmers - it provides a decent foundation for the
basics, but skips on key details that are crucial for people newer on the learning curve. First, it seems the
code is geared towards Django v 1.9, but the book states to use 1.8. Check the docs!

Among other errors that caused headaches where urls mistakes, pagination, and form submission problems. (
I am only a 1/4th of the way through) I believe the book assumes requisite knowledge in these areas so that a
more experienced reader would be able to mitigate the problems. A beginner will undoubtedly struggle with
these seemingly small innocuous code differences that will break the application.



6 of 7 people found the following review helpful.
Skips some concepts and the code is broken
By Mike D.
So far, I have found this book very helpful. However, at the beginning, I found myself lost as to exactly how
things were working. I felt that I was being told what things did but not what they were. For example, what
models are is unclear into you are well into the book unless you go do research into what the ORM is and
how models and views are working. So, for me this book explains things well, is written well and does an
effective job at teaching Django'. However, reading another more introductory book that dives into more
detail on what each element of the MVC framework does is recommended.

EDIT: I wrote the above after the first couple of chapters as I expected the quality to continue. It did not. The
first 5 chapters are fine and the examples work fine. However, after that, all of the code, both in the book and
in the code provided with it stops working. It is so broken that it imports modules that don't exist and doesn't
give you and idea of what should be in those models in order to make it work.

See all 8 customer reviews...
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Nevertheless, checking out guide Django By Example By Antonio Mele in this site will lead you not to
bring the published publication everywhere you go. Merely save guide in MMC or computer system disk and
they are readily available to read whenever. The prosperous system by reading this soft documents of the
Django By Example By Antonio Mele can be leaded into something new behavior. So now, this is time to
show if reading could enhance your life or not. Make Django By Example By Antonio Mele it certainly
function and obtain all benefits.
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Antonio Mele holds an MSc in Computer Science. He has been developing Django projects since 2006 and
leads the django.es Spanish Django community. He has founded Zenx IT, a technology company that creates
web applications for clients of several industries. Antonio has also worked as a CTO for several technology-
based start-ups. His father inspired his passion for computers and programming.
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